I. The ability of cells in the cochlear nucleus (CN) to encode frequency information in the presence of background noise on the basis of "place / rate" information was investigated by measuring the threshold, magnitude, and extent of lateral suppression in the ventral and dorsal CN of the anesthesized cat. The suppression regions were delineated through the use of "masked" response areas ( MRAs). The MRA is a family of isointensity curves derived from the average discharge rate in response to a tone of variable frequency and sound pressure level in the presence of a concurrently presented broadband, quasi-flat-spectrum noise. Tonal stimuli of sufficient intensity are often effective in significantly reducing the average discharge rate of CN neurons over a wide frequency range.
I. The ability of cells in the cochlear nucleus (CN) to encode frequency information in the presence of background noise on the basis of "place / rate" information was investigated by measuring the threshold, magnitude, and extent of lateral suppression in the ventral and dorsal CN of the anesthesized cat. The suppression regions were delineated through the use of "masked" response areas ( MRAs). The MRA is a family of isointensity curves derived from the average discharge rate in response to a tone of variable frequency and sound pressure level in the presence of a concurrently presented broadband, quasi-flat-spectrum noise. Tonal stimuli of sufficient intensity are often effective in significantly reducing the average discharge rate of CN neurons over a wide frequency range.
2. Most units in the CN exhibit prominent lateral suppressive sidebands, but the variability in threshold, magnitude, and extent of suppression is large. Primary-like and onset units of the ventral CN manifest the least suppression and have the highest suppression thresholds. Pauser/buildup units in the dorsal division and choppers distributed throughout the CN show the largest amount of suppression and have the lowest suppression thresholds.
3. Auditory nerve fibers manifest some degree of lateral suppression, particularly fibers of low and medium spontaneous rate. However, in few instances are the threshold, magnitude, and extent comparable with that observed among the majority of chopper and pauser/buildup units. For this reason the lateral suppression observed among the latter unit types is unlikely to originate entirely from cochlear processes, but rather is likely to reflect largely neural mechanisms intrinsic to the CN. In contrast, the MRAs of most primary-like and onset units suggest that the suppression behavior of most of these cells originates mostly, if not entirely, in the cochlea and auditory nerve.
4. A primary consequence of lateral suppression is to preserve the sharp frequency selectivity of CN neurons at moderate to high sound pressure levels, particularly in background noise. In this fashion lateral suppressive mechanisms potentially enhance the representation of spectral information on the basis of place/rate information relative to that in the auditory nerve under noisy background conditions. 5. Lateral suppressive mechanisms probably underlie the dynamic range shift seen in the presence of a simultaneously presented noise. This mechanism may be crucial for preserving the ability to perceive signals in a noisy background. INTRODUCTION Although much has been learned concerning the rate/ place and temporal representations of complex signals such as speech in the auditory nerve (AN) (e.g., Geisler 1988; Sachs et al. f988) , our knowledge concerning such representations in the presence of noise and other extraneous acoustic signals is rather limited (e.g., Geisler 1989a,b; Sachs et al. 1983 ). This limitation is a potentially serious one because of th e generally n .oisy con .ditions under which speech and other biologically relevant sounds are processed. Encoding strategies that operate well in quiet may not provide an adequate representation under more realistic acoustic conditions.
For example, the rate/place representation for vocalic stimuli in the AN, which resolves the spectral peaks at low sound pressure levels (SPLs) and is preserved to a degree among the low and medium spontaneous rate (SR) fibers at higher intensities, is severely compromised in the presence of broadband noise (Geisler and Gamble 1989; Sachs et al. 1984) ) even among fibers of low SR activity (Sachs et al. 1984; Silkes and Geisler 199 1) . In contrast, the temporal representation of such signals in the AN appears to withstand the potentially deleterious effects of noise to a remarkable degree (Geisler and Gamble 1989; Sachs et al. 1984) suggesting that a temporal encoding strategy may be important under such conditions.
Because relatively little is known about either the temporal or rate/place encoding of complex signals under noisy conditions beyond the AN we have studied the ability of cells in the cochlear nucleus (CN) receiving AN projections to encode two basic features of acoustic signals in background noise. One of these is amplitude modulation, a topic discussed in a companion paper (Rhode and Greenberg, unpublished data) with respect to temporal encoding mechanisms in the CN.
In the present study we address the issue of encoding spectral information on the basis of rate/place information. At the level of the AN the discharge activity of the majority of fibers is saturated at moderate and high SPLs as a result of their limited dynamic range (20-40 dB). As a consequence, most AN fibers fail to resolve spectral maxima at these intensities, and thus it is difficult to envision how the spectrum of complex signals can be encoded at moderate to high SPLs solely on the basis of rate/ place information in the AN. This statement must be tempered to a certain degree to allow for the response properties of a certain proportion of low SR fibers whose dynamic ranges (40-60 dB) are larger than most of their high SR counterparts (Abbas and Sachs 1976; Delgutte 1987; Winslow and Sachs 1987; Young and Barta 1986) . However, this subgroup of fibers with "sloping saturation" input-output functions accounts for < 10% of the AN population and may play a significant role in spectral coding only under special conditions. Rate/ place information distributed among both high and low/medium SR fibers appears to be severely compromised in the presence of background noise that does not seriously impair speech intelligibility (Sachs et al. 1983) .
One possibility is that inhibitory mechanisms beyond the AN "sharpen" the place/rate representation of complex signals in a manner analogous to that postulated by von Bekesy ( 1967) for the cochlea and by Hartline and Ratliff ( 1957) for the retina. In the CN such lateral suppression would presumably operate through a reduction of discharge rate at the edges of the tonotopically mapped excitation evoked by spectral peaks, thereby increasing the effective neural contrast between spectral peaks and valleys.
In previous studies inhibitory influences have been most readily observed in the dorsal division of the CN (DCN), where a reduction in discharge rate often occurs at moderate to high SPLs in response to sinusoidal signals and wideband noise (Evans and Nelson 1973a,b; Goldberg and Brownell 1973; Greenwood and Goldberg 1970; Greenwood and Maruyama 1965; Rhode and Smith 1985; Young and Brownell 1976) . Inhibition has also been reported in the anteroventral division of the CN (AVCN: Martin and Dickson 1983; Shofner and Young 1987) and the posteroventral division of the CN (PVCN : Bourk 1976; Rhode and Smith 1986a) , albeit considerably less dramatic [e.g., nonmonotonic rate-intensity functions ( RCs) are rarely observed] than those observed in the DCN. Anatomic studies have shown the presence of apparently inhibitory synapses on nearly every cell type in these regions, however (Cant 1981; Kane 1973; Smith and Rhode 1985 , 1987 ,1989 Tolbert and Morest 1982 ) . Terminals containing pleomorphic and flat vesicles, thought to be associated with GABAergic and glycinergic synapses respectively (e.g., Caspary 1986; Wenthold et al. 1986 ), have been observed in most regions of the CN. Oertel and colleagues ( 1988) have demonstrated the presence of inhibitory synaptic potentials in bushy and stellate cells in the ventral CN (VCN) and fusiform cells in the DCN.
One would thus anticipate that cells in the VCN are capable of manifesting inhibitory effects, if not quite in the same manner or degree as evidenced in the DCN. The most clearly delineated physiological evidence of inhibition in the VCN is seen in the activity of those relatively few cells with high levels of spontaneous activity. For these units the rate of background activity is significantly depressed by tones with frequencies flanking the cell's excitatory region, particularly at higher SPLs ( >50 dB). Because the majority of CN cells are not very spontaneously active, however, this technique may underestimate the amount and frequency of lateral suppression in neurons in VCN.
The present study addresses this shortcoming by using a broadband noise "bias" signal, which serves to raise the discharge activity of the cell to a sufficiently high level (typically between 100 and 200 spikes/s), so as to reveal the suppression sidebands in the presence of moderate to intense tonal stimulation.
This "masked" response area (MRA) procedure demonstrates that many cells in the VCN, particularly choppers, manifest extensive lateral suppression.
However, it is not always clear whether such suppression merely reflects the mechanical compression observed in the motion of the basilar membrane that reduces the drive to the inner hair cells (Patuzzi et al. 1984; Rhode 197 1; Robles et al. 1986 ) and AN (Sachs and Abbas 1974; Sachs and Kiang 1968) or is an expression of an additional stage of suppression stemming from inhibitory mechanisms intrinsic to the CN. Because of the uncertainty of the nature of mechanisms underlying such discharge behavior we prefer to refer to any systematic reduction in discharge rate as suppression, regardless of its locus and origins, and to reserve the term inhibition for those instances in which such neural mechanisms can be clearly demonstrated.
To a certain degree we can infer the relative contributions of cochlear and neural (CN) mechanisms to CN lateral suppression by comparing suppression bandwidth (S,,) and suppression magnitude (S,) in cells of the CN with those observed in the AN. The amount of suppression observed among most primary-like (PL) and onset units of the VCN is only slightly greater than that observed in the AN, particularly among fibers of low SR. This is in contrast to the suppression seen in chopper and pauser/buildup (P/ B) units, which is considerably greater than that typical of the AN. Such behavior is consistant with the hypothesis that additional inhibitory mechanisms, most likely intrinsic to the CN, operate to sharpen the place/rate representation of complex spectra in these unit populations.
METHODS

Surgical procedure
Experiments were performed on 27 healthy adult cats manifesting no sign of middle or external ear pathology. The experimental animals, weighing between 2 and 5 kg, were anesthetized with pentobarbital sodium ( 50 mg/ kg) and were maintained in an areflexive state with this barbiturate during the course of the experiment. A tracheotomy was performed and a cannula was inserted into the trachea. The animal's body temperature was maintained at 37°C during the experiment with a thermostatically controlled heating pad.
The animal's scalp and left pinna were removed and the musculature overlying the posterior portion of the cranium reflected back. The tip of a 20-cm long, l-mm ID plastic tube was inserted into the bulla to relieve the buildup of middle ear pressure during the course of the experiment. The head was mounted in a head holder and an opening was made immediately posterior to the bony tentorium to expose the dura overlying the left dorsal surface of the cerebellum. After careful dissection and reflection of the dura the cerebellar folia were retracted to expose either the AN or the CN.
A Davies-type plastic chamber was cemented onto the skull and positioned over the anatomic region of interest. The evacuated space was filled with warm mineral oil and the microelectrode assembly attached to the top of the chamber to form a tight hydraulic seal.
Data acquisition
Action potentials of single cells in the AN and CN were recorded with glass micropipettes filled with 3 M KCl. The electrode was inserted into the AN or CN under direct visual control with a hydraulic motorized microdrive (Trent Wells). Depth from the surface of the structure under study was recorded along with approximate placement of the electrode. Histological verification of electrode location was not performed in the present study because it would have conflicted with our primary goal of obtaining longterm recordings from many different units. Rather, the results of previous studies (Rhode and Smith 1986a,b; Rhode et al. 1983a,b; Smith and Rhode 1985 , 1987 , 1989 involving morphologicalphysiological correlations were used to provide an estimate of electrode location and cell type.
The low-impedance ( 1 O-30 MQ) glass electrodes were designed to provide longer recording times than typically obtained with high-impedance micropipettes used for intracellular recording and to provide unit isolation superior to that obtainable with metal electrodes. The action potentials were amplified and routed to an oscilloscope that served as a triggering device for discriminating the neural spikes. The pulse triggered by each action potential was digitized by a unit event timer that recorded the timing of each spike with 1 -ps precision. The times of spike occurrence were subsequently used to compute interval histograms, poststimulus time histograms ( PSTHs), and period histograms, as well as other measures of the fiber's temporal and average rate activity.
A calibrated probe tube was inserted into the remaining portion of the left external meatus and its tip positioned with the aid of an otoscope so as to be within a few millimeters of the eardrum. The other end of the probe tube was connected to a 1 /Z-in. Bruel and Kjaer ( B & K 4 134) microphone whose output was amplified with a gain of 1,000 and sampled, using an A-D converter, by a microVax II computer. The acoustic svstem was calibrated in 50-Hz steps between 0.1 and 34 kHz and a SPL correction table was computed on the basis of the output of the calibration. The SPL correction table was used to adjust the stimulus attenuator settings to compensate for any inhomogeneities in the frequency response of two headphones, each mounted in a shielded metal enclosure and connected to the sound speculum with a plastic-coupled Y tube. This arrangement permitted each signal (tone or noise) to be delivered by a separate acoustic transducer and thus served to minimize any intermodulation distortion that might arise through the use of a single transducer.
A Stax Pro 4MK electrostatic phone was used to present the sinusoidal and swept-frequency stimuli (total harmonic distortion less than -70 dB), whereas the wideband noise signal was delivered through a Radio Shack supertweeter (total harmonic distortion between -50 and -60 dB).
Signals were generated by a 16-bit digital stimulus svstem that permitted both real-time signal synthesis and an OS-megabyte buffer for precomputed complex stimuli (e.g., the broadband noise). The initial and final portions of the acoustic signals were linearly ramped with a rise-fall time of 3 ms. Signal level was controlled by a 127-dB attenuator with I-dB steps.
Stirnrhs pravntution
Each neuron was isolated with a swept-tone stimulus whose frequency was symmetrically modulated between 0.1 and 34 kHz once every 2 s. The SPL of this search signal was typically 60-70 dB. A constant-SPL system dvnamicallv compensated every 2 ps, via a digital multiplier, for any inhom;geneities in the acoustic system's response, thus ensuring that the amplitude of the stimulus remained constant over the entire frequency range.
An average-rate response area ( RA). a set of isointensity curves plotted on a frequency axis, was collected for each isolated unit to determine the neuron's threshold, characteristic frequency (CF), spontaneous discharge rate, and frequency selectivity ( Qlo = CF/ bandwidth at 10 dB above rate threshold ). Signals were typically 50-ms sinusoids, repeated once every 300 ms, five times. In a few instances the stimulus duration was increased to 100 or 200 ms and the repetition interval lengthened to 400 or 600 ms, when the cell failed to respond to shorter-duration signals (e.g., for the P/B units of the DCN). The SPL was typically varied from -10 dB to 80 dB SPL in IO-dB steps. Stimulus frequency was svstematically varied from either lowest to highest or vice versa, with the size of the frequency step usually equal to -5(rO of the estimated CF.
The temporal response pattern of each neuron was characterized by presenting a 50-ms sinusoidal signal (whose frequency was equal to the unit CF) once every 300 ms, a total of 250 times. In a few instances the stimulus duration was extended to either 100 or 200 ms (with the repetition interval set at either 400 or 600 ms, respectively), when the unit failed to achieve its asymptotic discharge rate during the initial 50 ms. The cell was stimulated at two different SPLs. The lower SPL was set to a level sufficient to drive the cell at half its maximum discharge rate (typically 30-40 dB SPL). The upper SPL was always set to be 30 dB higher than the lower one, almost invariably within the unit's saturation range.
The RC of the neuron was determined for both sinusoidal (at the unit's CF) and broadband noise signals, using steps 5 dB in amplitude. In some instances the pure tone RC was derived from the unit's RA (using IO-dB steps). The noise rate-intensity curve (NRC) was obtained by presenting a lOO-ms broadband noise once every 300 ms. In those instances where the response of the unit had not reached an asymptotic level by 100 ms the stimulus was lengthened to 200 ms (and the repetition interval increased to 600 ms). The average rate was calculated on the basis of the last half of the response No attempt was made to compensate for the impulse response of the phone. Thus any inhomogeneity in the phone's frequency response was preserved in the broadband noise spectrum.
Noise level (NL) was computed by integrating the stimulus energy over the signal bandwidth of 40 kHz. The overall NL was 1 10 t 3 ( mean t SE) dB SPL at 0 dB attenuation level in all experiments. This energy level is equivalent to a noise spectral density of 56 dB SPL/ Hz li2. However, we choose to use a noise spectrum level ( N,) with units of decibels SPL per hertz as recommended in Bruel and Kjaer (Technical Review, 1987, No. 3 ) . To provide a reference as to the approximate SPL seen by a neural unit, if one assumes a neural bandwidth of 2 kHz, the SPL increase over the N, would be 33 dB, 13 dB less than for the full 40-kHz noise band used. This 2-kHz bandwidth is admittedly somewhat arbitrary but does appear to be a satisfactory approximation for the average Qlo bandwidth for units with CFs between 5 and 15 kHz. Because of the complexities of estimating the integrated noise intensity we use the N, to indicate the amplitude of the wideband noise.
The noise threshold for most CN units was close to 10 dB SPL. The noise signal was presented 10 times at each SPL in 5-dB steps. Each presentation of the noise was obtained from the same set of digital values ( "frozen noise" ).
Simultaneously presenting a broadband noise along with the tone during a RA paradigm results in an MRA (Geisler and Sinex 1980: Rhode et al. 1978 ) . Masking refers to the ability of the noise to alter a cell's selective responsiveness to tones of variable frequency and SPL. The presence of the noise induces the cell to discharge at a rate that is sufficient to swamp its response for tones, often 10 to 20 dB above rate threshold. In this sense the noise acts to mask the RA functions generated by the tonal stimuli presented alone that produce discharge rates lower than the noise does.
It is important to note that in all instances noise onset and of&et were concurrent with that of the tonal stimulus. The level chosen for the noise background was that which drove the neuron at approximately half of the maximum driven discharge rate for noise, typically 100-200 spikes/s. Occasionally the cell's discharge did not saturate, even at the highest SPL used ( 1 10 dB). For these units the NL used evoked a discharge rate that was -50%) of the maximum driven level recorded at 1 10 dB.
The stimulus parameters for the MRA were similar to that of the RA with respect to tone duration, repetition interval, number of stimulus repetitions, and SPL range. However, the upper frequency range of the tone-burst stimulus was usually set to at least one octave above the unit CF to ensure that the full extent of the upper suppressive region was delineated.
In addition to the MRA, masked rate-intensity curves ( MRCs) were also obtained. For each NL (typically varied over a lOO-dB range in 20-dB steps) an RC at the unit's CF was obtained. Signal duration, repetition interval, and SPL were similar to those for used for recording the NRC.
Suppression of noise-driven activity by a tone is measured by percent reduction of the noise-driven discharges at a 70-dB SPL tone level and the bandwidth of the inhibitory region beyond CF is measured at a stimulus level of 70 dB SPL using a 50% reduction criteria.
Statist ical anal vsis w
Analysis of the distributions of the percent suppression of the noise-driven activity, the inhibitory threshold level obtained from the high-frequency suppression region of an MRA, and the gainbandwidth product (!$, SBw) for the inhibitory sideband above CF in an MRA was performed using routines from SYSTAT 5. on a PC. A Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance was performed that yielded a rank ordering. The significance of the ordering was then obtained using a Tukey HSD multiple comparision. The latter analysis yielded a matrix of pair-wise comparision probabilities that provided confidence measure as to whether the distributions of a response feature for different CN response types are significantly different.
RESULTS
Lateral s~qyression in the AN
We first established the baseline conditions of lateral suppression in the AN with which to compare and contrast the activity recorded from cells of the CN. Of particular concern is whether the suppression observed in the response of CN neurons is merely a passive reflection of cochlear and AN processes or is the product of additional inhibitory machinery intrinsic to the CN. Figure 1 illustrates the MRAs and isorate contours (IRCs) (solid lines bounding white) with the associated suppression zones (solid lines bounding stippled areas) for 3 AN fibers, each one representative of a major SR class ( Liberman 1978) . S, is defined as the percentage reduction in discharge rate induced by the tone relative to that evoked by the noise alone: S, = ( R, -RN+& R, * 100 ( 1) where R N+T is the average discharge rate evoked by the noise and tone together and RN is the rate produced by the noise alone. SBw was computed at the level corresponding to 50% of maximum suppression induced by a 70-dB tone.
Tones can suppress the noise-driven discharge for all three illustrated fibers. Suppression occurs in response to high-intensity tones (>60 dB) whose frequencies are roughly 20-30% above the fiber CF. For the low and medium SR fibers there also occurs some degree of suppression induced by high-intensity tones an octave or more below CF.
For the high SR fiber the magnitude of suppression on the upper sideband is small ( -30%) as is its bandwidth ( -1.5 kHz). There is 25% suppression below CF. Units with the highest spontaneous activity consistently show the least suppression. Those with CFs >5 kHz may exhibit suppression as large as 40%, whereas those with CFs <2 kHz often show ~5% suppression. It is important to note that the magnitude of suppression manifested by this and other high SR fibers is small, despite the high degree of background activity. In no instance do these fibers exhibit suppression of spontaneous activity in marked contrast to spontaneously active cells in the CN (Rhode and Smith 1986a,b) . We will return to this point in our discussion concerning the origin of suppression in the CN.
The magnitude and bandwidth of suppression is appreciably greater for low and medium SR fibers. These units often show as much as 50% reduction of the noise-driven discharge on the lateral flanks of the RA, a result consistent with conclusions drawn by others (Schalk and Sachs 1980; Sokolowski et al. 1989 ) using different stimulus configurations. However, S,, is usually narrow, even when SM is large, in marked contrast to the pattern of suppression observed among many cells in the CN (see below). The threshold of suppression (Sri-r) for these fibers is also higher than typical for many cells in the CN (Table 1) . We shall return to a consideration of these data in our discussion of the origin of suppression in the CN.
Lateral suppression in the CN-comparing suppression across zln it types There is little doubt that at least some of the suppression observed in the CN is a consequence of mechanisms originating in the cochlea and/or AN. We anticipate that such suppression is conveyed to CN cells onto which AN fibers project. However, additional mechanisms may come into play beyond the AN to sharpen the rate/place coding of spectral information.
We now describe and quantify the suppression behavior of specific unit response types in the CN and compare them with those of the AN.
VCN
The VCN contains at least five principal types of cells: spherical and globular bushy cells reside in the AVCN and have been physiologically identified with PL and PL with notch (PLN) response characteristics, respectively (Rhode et al. 1983a; Smith and Rhode 1987) . Stellate cells, distributed throughout both the AVCN and PVCN, exhibit response patterns that are chopperlike in appearance (Rhode et al. 1983a; Smith and Rhode 1987) . Large, multipolar cells concentrated in the dorsal portion of the PVCN are presumed to be onset-chopper (0,) units (Rhode et al. 1983 ) with extended dynamic ranges of response. Octopus cells of the PVCN are thought to be the morphological correlates of onset cells [subdivided into onset-L (0,) and onset-1 (0,) units], which respond in a highly phase-locked fashion to low-frequency tones and to amplitude-modulated signals.
Each of these cells types has a distinctive pattern of AN innervation, complexity, and extent of dendritic arborization, etc., and it is likely that such anatomic specialization underlies much of the diversity of response properties seen in the CN (Rhode et al. 1983a,b; Rhode and Smith 1986a,b) .
PL units PL units, as their name implies, respond in a manner similar to AN fibers. In such physiological parameters as Q 1o, rate threshold, PSTHs and interspike interval histograms, and precision of phase-locking, they are virtually indistinguishable from fibers of the AN. They are distinguished either by latency, the presence of a bipolar spike (never observed for an AN fiber), the shape of the response to a swept tone, or the sound of their spikes (which often Masked response areas ( MRAs) for 3 auditory nerve (AN) fibers with high, medium, and low spontaneous rate (SR) activity, respectively (A, C', and E). The noise level (NL) was chosen so as to produce -50% of the maximum noise-driven rate response. Isointensity curves for some intensity levels have been omitted for clarity in this and subsequent have less high-frequency content than the spikes of AN observed in the AN, with little or no additional sharpening fibers) on a an audio monitor.
introduced in the CN (see Table 1 ). There is no suppres- Figure 2 , A and B, illustrates the MRA and associated sion of spontaneous activity by tones or noise in this unit IRC for a PL unit. This cell is classified as a second-order population. neuron by virtue of several distinguishing criteria. First, its Contrast this minimal pattern of suppression with that response latency is 0.6 ms longer than that observed for AN exhibited by a PL, unit of roughly comparable CF and fibers of comparable CF, and its interspike interval distrithreshold (Fig. 2, C and D) . In this instance suppression bution is broader. Second, the RC of this unit's response to extends both below and above the excitatory region of the broadband noise is nonmonotonic (data curve not shown), RA, with both the magnitude and bandwidth of the supin contrast to the response of AN fibers. Third, the modulapression being considerably larger than for most PLs and tion transfer function in response to amplitude-modulated AN fibers. The basis of this enhancement of suppression is sinusoids is bandpass in shape (Rhode and Greenberg, un-unclear. There is no inhibition of spontaneous activity or published data), contrasting with the low-pass character of hyperpolarization of the membrane potential (Smith and the modulation functions for AN fibers (Joris and Yin Rhode 1987) suggesting that the difference in suppression 1992). In terms of lateral suppression, however, this PL behavior between AN fibers and PL, units may be the reunit behaves very much like AN fibers of comparable sult of AN input convergence or the product of some other (high) SR. There is little observable suppression below CF. mechanism, possibly based on coincidence detection. It is In the upper sideband there is -40% reduction of discharge also possible that some PL, units receive most of their inat the trough ( 17 kHz) of the suppression contour. S,, is puts from low SR fibers, whose suppressive behavior they m 3 kHz and S,, is 55 dB SPL. This cell's suppression be-resemble. However, it is difficult to accept the latter hyhavior (like most other PL units) is very much like that pothesis in light of the fact that the mean SR of PL, units ( 82 spikes/s) is twice the population mean of all AN fibers and in light of the suggestion by Ryugo and Sento ( 199 1) that AN fibers with similar SRs are likely to contact a single-spherical bushy cell. However, this does not mean that AN fibers with different rates do not synapse on individual globular-bushy cells.
Choppm
Choppers are among the more distinctive unit response types in the CN. In response to sinusoidal stimuli these cells discharge at regular intervals, typically once every 2-5 ms. Such regularity of discharge is readily apparent in the interval histogram, which is symmetric, narrow, and unimodal. Choppers may be divided into two groups on the basis of the time course of discharge regularity. Sustained choppers (C,) maintain a highly regular pattern of discharge throughout the entire response, in contrast to transient choppers (C,), which exhibit such regularity only during the initial lo-15 ms. Young et al. ( 1988) have shown that the two groups can be distinguished on the basis of the coefficient of variation (CV) of their firing intervals. Cs units exhibit relatively little variability in their firing intervals (CV < 0.34), whereas CT units show considerably more variability (CV > 0.34). sive and deep. At the higher SPLs the suppression of firing is dB ( Rhode and Smith 1986a). It is therefore of interest that complete ( 100%).
Oc units exhibit little or no lateral suppression. The absence STH for the C, unit is 27 dB SPL for the upper sideband of suppression is particularly marked in the MRA and IRC and 50 dB SPL (30-dB and SO-dB isointensity curves were of the Oc unit shown in Fig. 4 , A and B, and is representaomitted for clarity but were essential for estimating the tive of its class in that 0, units rarely manifest suppression thresholds) for the lower flank (the excitatory threshold is either with a noise background (see Table 1 ) or in quiet, 12 dB). Such a large disparity between the S,, of the lower where the manifestation of suppression is through reducand upper sidebands is common among choppers and most tion of the spontaneous activity (Rhode and Smith 1986a). other CN units. The SBW is particularly wide for the C, unit, extending over an octave above the unit CF (Fig. 3C) .
OL units OL units share in common with Oc units a high probabil-0, units ity of discharge in response to stimulus onset. However, they neither possess the extended dynamic range nor dis-0,s are distinguished from other cells of the CN in terms play the chopping behavior near onset characteristic of Oc of their dynamic range of response. Whereas most CN units units. As a class, the 0, units are highly variable with reare capable of increasing their discharge rate over a 20-to spect to suppression. Many exhibit little or no suppression; 40-dB range, Oc units will often do so over as much as 90 others (Fig. 4, C and D bands. In a small proportion of OL units SM can be 100% and S,, can be considerably broader than that observed in the AN.
Lateral suppression in the DCN Cells in the DCN typically manifest many signs of inhibitory input, including nonmonotonic RCs and significant attenuation of responsiveness, either initially (buildup pattern) or after the initial spike or two (pauser pattern). Inhibitory activity (in the form of hyperpolarization) has also been demonstrated using intracellular recording techniques (Rhode et al. 1983b) .
Other unit response patterns observed in the DCN are onset cells with a graded decrease in firing (0,) and flatsustained PL (PLF) units, which lack the fast initial transient typical of the PL response pattern. The response properties of the PLF units are similar in many ways to those of 0, units. The suppression-related behavior of cells recorded from the DCN is summarized in Table 1 .
The RA for a representative P/B unit is shown in Fig.  5A . This unit has a rate threshold of about -5 dB SPL and has reached its maximum discharge rate about 30 dB above this point. At higher intensities the CF-tone-evoked rate declines markedly. This is most clearly seen in the rate-intensity curves shown in Fig. 5C . In response to a tone alone the discharge rate decreases by >50% at higher SPLs. The MRC is not nearly so nonmonotonic as the unmasked curve: the presence of noise appears to linearize the inputoutput function.
A dramatic decrease in firing rate occurs in response to broadband noise intensity increments, where the discharge S. noise threshold/N, = -36/-26 dB SPL/Hz. C: rate-intensity curves in response to I) a pure tone whose frequency was at the unit CF (-), 2) a broadband noise [noise rate-intensity curve ( NRC), ---1, and 3) a masked rate curve ( MRC, ---) with the masker level at -5 dB and the tone frequency set at CF. n: PST histograms for unit 88355-39 in response to a pure tone at the unit CF presented at 30 and 60 dB SPL.
is driven down to zero at the highest SPL. The NRC was Another example of inhibitory processes at work in the adjusted so as to superimpose over the tone-alone RC, to DCN is illustrated in Fig. 6 . This OG unit displayed little compare the shapes of the curves.
response to the broadband noise presented by itself at any Because this unit was not spontaneously active no infor-SPL. However, the noise exerted a powerful suppressive mation concerning suppressive regions can be derived from effect on the unit's response when presented concurrently the tonal RA. The MRA (Fig. 5 B) shows wide upper and with sinusoidal signals (Fig. 68) , particularly when comlower suppression regions in which the masker-evoked ac-pared with the response of the unit to the same sinusoidal tivity is completely blocked, even by tonal stimuli pre-stimuli in the absence of noise ( Fig. 6A ) . sented at as low as 50 dB SPL. The addition of the noise
In the boundary region between the DCN and PVCN are masker also appears to reduce the bandwidth of the excit-units that are not easily classified using the traditional reatory region, suggesting the presence of neural circuitry ca-sponse criteria. The PSTH has a marked onset component pable of enhancing the unit's spectral selectivity (see DIS- and the unit can be classified as a pauser or onset unit. The
dynamic range is large, on the order of 60 dB, typical of Oc units. However, there is no chopping behavior evident in the response. These onsetlike (0,) N = 3) units display a large amount of suppression (see Fig. 7LGsummar -y of unit types).
Suppression behavior across physiological response classes
We now discuss the population statistics of the AN and CN for various suppression parameters including magnitude of maximum suppression, S,, , and SBW. Suppression behavior is generally independent of unit CF for all parameters except S,,. However, in the AN, the STHs and magnitudes also diminish for units with CFs (800 Hz. S M. Most AN fibers show ~40% maximum suppression (population average SM = 3 1.5% ). The exceptions are all low SR units (S, = 42%) which tend to show more suppression than their high SR counterparts ( SM = 27% ). Medium and low SR neurons ( < 18 spikes/s) have been lumped together.
Among cells in the CN there is a wide range of suppression observed. P/B (89%) and chopper (90%) units show the most suppression. Virtually all the P/B units manifest 100% suppression, the one exception being a cell that exhibited none. DCN OX units, exhibiting large dynamic ranges, also exhibit a high degree of suppression ( SM = 99%; N = 3, right side of Fig. 7H ). Choppers are divided into two groups. Cs units with CVs of co.34 display slightly less suppression (88%) than C, (CV > 0.34) units (93%). All of the choppers displaying ~80% were Cs units.
3-L---J
Oc units, located in the PVCN, exhibit the least suppression of any CN unit type (4%). In our sample, three of four showed no suppression whatever. PL ( 59%) and PL, (48%) units show more suppression than AN fibers, but not nearly to the degree characteristic of chopper and P/B units. The SM of 0, units (63%) is comparable with that of PL units. s . SM does not completely describe the strength and extgit of the upper sidebands. For example, suppression can reach 100% in some choppers and DCN units at 40 dB SPL, a level below the SrH threshold of most AN fibers and VCN units.
For this reason we also measured the bandwidth at the 50% level of maximum suppression induced by a 70-dB SPL tone. This parameter appears to be a more sensitive index of suppression behavior than S,. However, measuring just the SBW to assess suppression behavior can be misleading. Some units show only a slight degree of suppression and have extensive sidebands, and conversely some units with a high degree of maximum suppression have relatively narrow bandwidths. A metric borrowed from the characterization of operational amplifiers is the S, l SBW, which is defined as the product of maximum SM, SM (normalized to unity), and SBW.
The SM l SRW data are shown in Fig. 8 for a population consisting of three representative categories of units: choppers, OL units, and AN fibers. The value of the SM. SBW is generally ~2,000 Hz for AN fibers, is between 2,000 and 4,000 Hz for Oi units, and is generally >2,000 Hz among choppers. Although there is some overlap the S, l SBW does, on average, serve to distinguish the three populations.
Choppers encompass a wide range of SM l SBW values, with a maximum 10 times greater than any AN fiber and nearly no overlap with AN fibers with CFs >7 kHz. Below 10 kHz the S, l SBW is dependent on unit CF, although this factor affects the three unit classes about equally. There is considerable overlap for unit CFs < 10 kHz among choppers, OL units, and PL units (not shown). Despite this overlap there is a definite hierarchy of S, l S,, suppression among CN unit classes (on the basis of average values and a rank ordering described in METHODS, see Fig. 8 ) conforming to the order P/B > chopper > PL, = 0, = PL > AN fiber > Oc s . SrH is an important measure for evaluating whether t;l"e lateral suppression observed in CN units is derived solely from peripheral mechanisms (Fig. 9) . The STH is lowest for P/B units (36 dB) and highest for AN fibers (58 dB) and PL, units (59 dB). The mean S,, for choppers is close to that of P/B units (39 dB). PL and OL units, which show a large degree of scatter in their thresholds, have mean STHs (47 and 43 dB, respectively) that are somewhat higher than those of P/B and chopper units.
S TH RELATIVE
TO EXCITATORY THRESHOLD.
The suppression-excitation disparity (SED) is defined as where STH is the SPL at which the tone-driven discharge rate is 20% below the noise-driven rate and E,, is the SPL for which the tone-driven rate is 20% higher than noise-driven rate.
Unit types having high STHs (i.e., AN fibers with high SRs of activity and Oc and PL, units) generally show a large disparity between excitation and STHs (29, 22, and 24 dB, respectively, Fig. lo) , whereas unit classes with low STHs (chopper, P/B, and PLF units) show a much smaller disparity between the two ( 15, 14, and 2 dB). These data are consistent with the notion that the STi+ are not merely a consequence of differences in overall sensitivity, because the excitatory thresholds are similar for the two groups. The low SR AN fibers, however, do not quite fit into this pattern. They have relatively high Sri.+ combined with a small SED (9 dB). However, these fibers, on average, do have higher excitatory thresholds than their high SR counterparts.
Several other response parameters may pertain to lateral suppression, especially that on the high-frequency side of CF. These are I ) the high-frequency slope (S,) of the frequency threshold curve (FTC), 2) the ratio of the SH of the FTC obtained in the presence of noise (i.e., derived from the MRA) to that obtained from tonal stimulation alone (noise+tone) S,/ (tone) SH and 3) the ratio of a cell's dynamic range to broadband noise relative to that of a CF tone ( noise DR/ tone DR).
The mean SH for P/B and chopper units (tone-alone condition) is considerably higher (396 and 363 dB/octave, respectively) than for the other unit types (e.g., AN = 240 dB/octave). The (noise+tone) S,/(tone) SH is generally larger for the unit classes that show the most suppression.
The dynamic range ratio (noise DR/ tone DR) is nearly 1 .O for Oc, P/B, and PL, units, 1.35 for 0, and PL units, and > 1.45 for AN and Cs units. It is not clear what this implies, although it is interesting that the noise-evoked dynamic range is that much larger than for the tone dynamic range. Something akin to two-tone suppression may be responsi t ulus.
)le for the extended dynamic range for the noise stim- 10. Frequency histograms, organized by unit response type, for the suppression-excitation disparity (SED = SPL at which the tone-driven discharge rate is 20% below the noise-driven rate -SPL for which the tone-driven rate is 20% higher than noise-driven rate). The mean for each unit class is indicated at the top right of each panel. The counts and standard deviations for these data are provided in Table 1 .
Dependence ofsuppression on NO
The magnitude and width of the suppression bands depend on N,. For low to moderate NLs the suppression zones are deep (Fig. 11 A) and extensive ( Fig. 11, A and B) , typically resulting in total or near-total suppression in both the upper and lower sidebands at higher tone intensities for this Cs unit. When N, is increased by 15 dB the suppression area, particularly the upper sideband, shrinks in size (Fig.  11C) . At a NL 20 dB above this almost all of the upper suppression band is gone and only a residual amount of suppression is observed on the low-frequency side (Fig. 11 , E and F). Thus at this highest NL even the most intense tonal stimuli fail (180 dB SPL) to appreciably suppress the background discharge.
The IRCs in Fig. 11 delineate this dependence of Sh? on N, even more clearly. When the NL is 34 dB the STHs are within 20-30 dB of the excitatory threshold (relative to the masker level). With increasing NL the STH for both the lower and upper sidebands increases substantially. This threshold elevation is particularly marked for the upper suppression band.
In the AN, increases in N, result in concomitant increases in excitatory threshold (Young and Barta 1986) . Thus for every lo-dB increase in N, there occurs a roughly proportional increase in threshold. In contrast, the excitatory threshold for some choppers remains constant in the face of a 25dB increase in N, (Fig. 11) . This constancy in varied in 20-dB steps from a level below rate threshold to threshold is accompanied by an increase in the unit's dy-that evoking a saturated response. Figure 12 shows that the namic range, which reflects a reduction in the net excitatory chopper's response saturates at a rate 22% less than the drive for tonal signals >20 dB SPL (comparable with the maximum tonal discharge rate. When the SPL of the 40-dB curves).
broadband noise signal is 49 dB / Hz a 70-dB tone is incapaThe effect of a broadband masker on the RA was investible of suppressing the masker-evoked activity. At lower gated by measuring a series of responses to sinusoidal sig-SPLs the suppressive sidebands are evident. The upper sidenals presented at 70 dB SPL. The SPL of the masker was band decreases in width as the masker level increases. The lower sideband does not change as a function of masker level until the masker is effective in saturating the response of the unit.
We now address the issue of whether the extended dynamic range of certain cells in the CN is a consequence of selective AN fiber input or whether it reflects additional mechanisms intrinsic to the CN.
We first consider the possibility that the extended dynamic range observed in certain CN cells is due to selective innervation by low SR AN fibers with sloping saturation. Figure 13 (/& pands) illustrates the rate-intensity curves for two AN fibers. The SR of one (Fig. 13A ) is relatively high (75 spikes/s), whereas the other is not spontaneously active. The dynamic range of the high SR fiber is -25 dB, both for a CF tone and for broadband noise. The dynamic range of its low SR counterpart extends over 60 dB. In the presence of broadband noise presented concurrently with a tone the two units also behave differently. The dynamic range of the high SR fiber is markedly affected by the noise masker. Increasing the NL 10 dB above its threshold ( 1 dB SPL/Hz) results in a nearly flat RC. The high SR fiber loses the ability to signal intensity changes for NLs >9 dB SPL/ Hz. In contrast, the dynamic range of the low SR unit is reduced more gradually as the masker level increases. Although the low SR fiber's operating range is curtailed by the noise it is still capable of signaling changes in intensity for all but the most intense NL (>39 dB SPL/ Hz). The RC of the low SR fiber shows a systematic shift to higher SPLs as the masker level is increased.
Many cells in the CN exhibit a proportional shift in their operating ranges with increasing background NL. The shift is exaggerated relative to low SR AN fibers. The MRCs illustrated in Fig. 14 show a progression in the ability of CN units to function in the presence of background activity. One response to increasing the level of the masker is shown in Fig. 14rl for an 0, unit. As the masker is increased the RC changes in the following manner. At low N, levels there is no apparent change in the RC. As N, increases over a 20-to 30-dB range the cell's dynamic range is truncated. This general pattern is also seen in many AN fibers, PLs, and in a few chopper units. The MRC behavior of Oc units is similar to that of OL units. Because 0, units have a wide dynamic range in response to both tones and noise they maintain the ability to continue responding to tones over a large range, above the masker-induced response level (Fig. 14 B) . Choppers and DCN units often have a threshold and RC shift of -1 dB/dB of noise masker (Fig. 14, C and D) . Their dynamic range is relatively unchanged until the saturation rate level is reduced by the masker. The unit sensitivity, measured in spikes per dB SPL, is reduced because of the noise-driven activity at low SPLs and a lowered saturation rate at high SPLs. The horizontal shift in these rate curves has different proportions, depending on unit type and saturation level. High SR AN fibers and OL units typically experience no changes in the maximum driven rate and have the smallest range of NLs (~20 dB) over which their masked threshold will vary, whereas the thresholds of chopper units may vary over a 60-dB range with noise (Fig. 140) .
The threshold of the PLF unit increases at a rate of 0.5 dB SPL/Hz. This is significantly less than seen for chopper units. The OG unit has a threshold of nearly 50 dB SPL over a 60-dB range of noise intensities. Also, its RCs shift < 10 dB over the 60-dB range of noise intensity. Neither is there a driven response to the noise, despite the fact that there is an ever-increasing reduction of the tone-driven saturation rate as a function of N,. Such OG units respond to tonal stimuli over a wide range of masker levels. Other DCN units, such as pausers and buildups, behave in a similar manner. However, these latter unit types do not always exhibit such dramatic rate shifts, nor do they typically fail to respond to the masking noise presented alone.
DISCUSSION
The present study has demonstrated that the presence of lateral suppression is pervasive among almost all unit types in the CN. The suppression is most pronounced for cells in the DCN and for choppers in the PVCN, being of a magnitude considerably greater than that present in the AN. Other unit types, such as PL, PL,, and OL also manifest more suppression than observed in the AN, although the disparity is not as considerable.
Although there have been some previous reports demonstrating lateral suppression in the CN (Evans and Nelson 1973b; Greenwood and Maruyama 1965; Rose et al. 1959; Voigt and Young 1980; Young and Brownell 1976) , none of these indicated how pervasive the suppression is. Of 17 DCN units cells studied, all but 1 showed suppression. This finding is all the more striking considering that the cats were anesthesized with pentobarbitol sodium, which if it has any effect reduces the activity of inhibitory circuitry in the CN (Evans and Nelson 1973a,b) . After determining that a unit was type IV (small, low-threshold excitatory region with a response map dominated by inhibition) in decerebrate cats, Young and Brownell ( 1976) Noise threshold = -6 dB SPL/Hz. C: rate-intensity curves for a low SR AN fiber 88393-128 in response to a CF tone (--) and to broadband noise (NRC, ---). The NL at 0 dB is 19 dB SPL. CF = 9500 Hz, TH = 26 dB SPL, R,, = 0 spikes/s. II: MRCs for unit 88393-128.
Noise threshold = -8 dB SPL/Hz.
the response map was that of a type III unit. Although we see type IV and even type V (no excitatory region in the region map), nearly all of our response maps would be classified as type II/III. There are also clear differences in PSTH patterns between anesthetized and decerebrate preparations when we compare our results with those of Shofner and Young ( 1987) , which are likely the result of alterations in the inhibitory processes. For example, we never observed ON-OFF patterns as they did. Nevertheless the most prominent inhibitory sidebands are present in our DCN units, often with bandwidths that span the entire frequency domain. Any increased inhibition would not alter any conclusions of this study. In an earlier report we demonstrated significant suppression among CN units, but that study was limited to a relatively small proportion of cells with a large amount of spontaneous activity (Rhode and Smith 1986a,b) . This limitation prevented a systematic study of the suppressive potential of CN unit types, many of which, particularly the choppers, lack the degree of spontaneous activity required to reveal suppressive sidebands.
This limitation was overcome in the present study by using an MRA paradigm in which broadband noise is used to bias a cell's discharge to a rate sufficiently high to reveal the presence of suppression regions. Usually such suppression is observed both above and below the excitatory region surrounding the CF. In general the magnitude and bandwidth of such suppression is greater for the suppression above the unit CF.
The use of wideband noise to produce an activity level may itself activate a suppressive response. In some unit types the maximum discharge rate to noise is less than tone and in some it is more, suggesting that the effect is not one that occurs in the AN input only. An alternative to noise would have been to use a two-tone paradigm, which has its own caveats because two-tone distortion products may have to be accounted for and the selection of the suppressor frequency is problematic.
The functional significance of this suppression is considered below. We first discuss the likely origins of this suppression and the type of mechanisms that mediate it.
Origins of'luterul mpprcrsion in the CN Because suppression is already present in the AN we must rule out the possibility that it accounts for all the suppression seen in the CN. Suppression seen in AN responses may be explained entirely on the basis of a compressive nonlinearity in the cochlea (Geisler et al. 1990) . One effect of increasing suppressor intensity is to linearize the response to tone, resulting in the elimination of two-tone suppression (Rhode and Cooper 1993) . Part of the reduction in suppressive sidebands with increasing NLs (e.g., Fig. 1 1) Masked Rate-Level Functions may result from this phenomenon. However, the marked ute to CN suppression out of proportion to their numbers. reduction in suppressive sidebands usually occurred as rate This hypothesis is consistent with previous suggestions that saturation to the noise was approached.
the low SR fibers preferentially project to chopper units On average, S, and bandwidth are lower for AN fibers (Rouiller et al. 1986 ). than for most CN units. Low SR AN fibers exhibit a greater Whatever the projection of low SR fibers proves to be, it amount of suppression than their high SR counterparts, is unlikely that their activity can fully account for all of the and thus we must consider the possibility that they contribsuppression observed among the chopper and DCN units.
We base this conclusion on the disparity in suppression behavior between choppers and low SR AN fibers. First, choppers show suppression much greater than low SR fibers (90% vs. 42%) and their S,, is, on average, much wider: 4,000 versus 2,000 Hz at CFs -10 kHz. One may raise objections to this conclusion because of the possible convergence of low SR activity, acting to enhance the peripheral suppression when integrated by choppers. However, we view this possibility as rather farfetched because we believe that the AN projection onto choppers is constrained to a fairly narrow range of CFs [the Qlo statistics for the 2 unit populations are certainly consistent with this view (Rhode and Smith 1986a)]. For this reason it is difficult to conceive of a mechanism that would expand the bandwidth of the suppression regions from inputs whose CFs are fairly homogeneous. Finally, suppression of spontaneous activity is seen in chopper units but not in AN fibers.
The behavior of Oc units provides yet another example of why AN fiber convergence is unlikely to explain the enhancement of suppression in the CN. From anatomic (Rhode et al. 1983a ) and physiological (Rhode and Smith 1986a) evidence it appears that the large, multipolar cells associated with the Oc unit class receive a dense AN projection distributed over a broad frequency range. Thus one would anticipate that such cells would manifest a large degree of suppression if convergence were a primary factor in suppression enhancement, and yet these cells display the least suppression of any CN cell type, even less than that observed among high SR AN fibers. One may counter even this argument by suggesting that broad AN convergence mitigates suppression, whereas narrow, focused AN projections enhance it. We believe that this possibility is also unlikely because of the large disparity between the SrHs of choppers (39 dB SPL) and AN fibers (58 dB SPL). Even segregating AN fibers into low and high SR groups does not reduce the disparity in S,,, by more than a few decibels. All of the AN fibers have STHs >40 dB, whereas more than half of the choppers have Sr~s ~40 dB (Fig. 9) . We believe that STH is a reliable index of AN suppression input by virtue of the fact that CN response types, such as PLs and PL,s, which are known to receive secure AN projections and for which little effect of inhibitory inputs has been documented in in vivo evperiments, have the highest SrHs (47 and 59 dB, respectively) in the CN (apart from the Oc units, which in general show little or no suppression).
We can thus use these comparative statistics to make certain deductions concerning the loci of suppression in the activity of CN cells. We attribute much, if not all, of the suppression behavior of PL and PL, populations of the AVCN to AN fiber input, because the &,s and other suppression parameters are similar. Some of the suppression in the PL population may be a consequence of intrinsic inhibitory activity ( Martin and Dickson 1983; Oertel et al. 1990 ), SrHs lower than any AN fiber (Fig. 9) . Most of the remainder have thresholds that are in the lowest range of AN STHs.
We believe that these differences in percent suppression and S, H 7 coup led with t he fact that the suppression-excitation th reshold disparity is cons iderably smaller among CN units, make it unlikely that suppress ion in the CN is merely a reflection of peripheral processes. Such threshold differences, as well as the large disparities in SBW and magnitude, we attribute to neural inhibitory mechanisms akin to those demonstrated to operate within the DCN (see below and Evans and Nelson 1973a,b; Rhode and Kettner 1987: Rhode and Smith 1986b; Young and Brownell 1976) .
The physiological responses of certain CN unit types indicate the operation of inhibitory mechanisms. Such inhibitory activity, most readily apparent in DCN neurons, includes I) nonmonotonic rate-intensity curves for both tonal and broadband noise stimuli (Figs. 5 and 6), 2) P/B response patterns, 3) suppression of spontaneous activity by sinusoidal stimuli above and below the cell's excitatory region, 4) intracellularly recorded hyperpolarization (Rhode et al. 1983b; Smith and Rhode 1985) . and 5) the presence of inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (Hirsch and Oertel 1988 ) .
In view of the evidence cited in the INTRODUCTION for the existence of inhibitory circuitry in the CN, and because of the large disparity in suppression behavior between AN fibers and many CN unit types, we believe that at least some of the suppression observed in the CN is a consequence of intrinsic n eural inhibi tion induced by the action o f cells that, by re lease of the appropriate n eurotransmitter, serve to hyperpolarize the cell onto which they project. For example, Shofner and Young ( 1987) have demonstrated that at least part of the inhibitory activity observed in the DCN originates in the AVCN. Intracellular studies have demonstrated the presence of sustained hyperpolarization in many cells of the CN, under conditions similar to those in which inhibitory sidebands are observed (Rhode et al. 1983b One of the means by which lateral suppression could serve to sharpen the representation of spectral peaks in noise is by etching the boundaries of the excitation pattern driven by the signal. This "edge enhancement" could be effected through reduction of discharge in those portions of the tonotopic axis flanking the excitatory segments. The effect of lateral suppression would thus be to increase the contrast between background-driven activity and the excitation driven by the spectral peaks of the acoustic target. Because acoustic signals are generally processed under noisy conditions lateral suppression could be an important mechanism for processing sounds under low signal-to-noise ratio conditions.
One indication that such sharpening does occur is the steepening of the slopes of the FTC, particularly on the high-frequency side. In some CN cells this steepening of the S, is considerable, doubling the slope over that measured in quiet. However, not all of this sharpening can be attributed to intrinsic inhibitory activity because such sharpening also occurs for at least a small proportion of AN fibers under comparable conditions.
We have suggested that lateral suppression serves to enhance spectral coding on the basis of its effect on the discharge pattern of a population of units distributed over a broad tonotopic range. On this hypothesis suppression selectively reduces the activity on the skirts of the excitation zone to increase the signal-to-background ratio in a local area.
Although the MRA paradigm measures the response of a single cell we have reason to believe that the demarcation of the suppression zones is comparable with that which would be obtained in the event that many cells of varying CFs were recorded from. The suppression observed will be determined for the most part by activity within an octave of the unit CF, thus rendering changes in filtering of little consequence. Consistent with this assumption is the population response of AN fibers to a I-kHz tone in background noise recorded by Barta ( 1985 ) . The distribution of average rate across the tonotopic axis appears very similar to that obtained by the MRA paradigm for a single fiber with CF corresponding to the tonal frequency.
If these assumptions are valid the relationship between suppression and dynamic range may not be as straightforward as suggested by Palmer and Evans ( 1982) . In their study it was found that certain cells in the DCN shift their operating characteristics in the presence of bandstop noise so as to encode intensity changes over a wider range of SPLs than would be predicted on the basis of the pure-tone RC. The authors suggested that such enhancement of DCN cells' dynamic range is attributable to lateral suppression mechanisms activated by the bandstop noise.
In the present study 80% of P/B, Cs, and C, units (n = 30) exhibited an operating point shift, whereas no such shift was found among any OL, PL, PL,, or Oc-units (n = 23).
Thus units that have marked suppressive sidebands show a pronounced shift in their operating range, whereas those with less marked suppression show no such shift. Presumably the cells of which Palmer and Evans spoke were type II units in the DCN (Young and Brownell 1976) which discharge little in response to noise presented alone. However, when the noise is presented concurrently with a tonal stimulus the overall response rate of the type II cell is biased downward and rightward, thus preserving the dynamic range of the unit's response to intense narrowband signals by shifting the operating point.
In general, lateral suppression does not serve to increase the dynamic range of cells responding to CF tones. Rather there appear to be three broad classes of response to tones presented in background noise. First, there is the response pattern typical of AN fibers, in which the dynamic range is truncated in the presence of backgroud noise and there is relatively little or no shift of the input-output function (Fig.  13) . However, this result is at odds with the <30-dB shifts demonstrated by Winslow and Sachs ( 1987) . Those fibers that do exhibit a shift in their input-output curve are generally low SR units. 0, and most PL units exhibit comparable behavior. A second type of response is characteristic of Oc units. The background noise reduces the dynamic range by raising the background level by an amount proportional to N, (Fig. 14B) . The dynamic range continues to the same upper limit as in the absence of noise. It is of interest that the 0,s having the largest dynamic range of any cell type in the CN, also manifest the least suppression. This association supports our supposition that lateral suppression functions to enhance spectral coding in terms of its effect on the tonotopically distributed pattern. Because of their extended dynamic range, Or units appear to be capable of encoding spectral peaks on the basis of place/rate information without the need for suppression of activity on the skirts of the peak-driven activity. Suppression, then, can be viewed as a means of sharpening the spectral profile on the basis of rate/place information when single cells have limited dynamic range. A small group of neurons located in the deep DCN, designated 0, units, exhibit extended dynamic ranges of response comparable with those of the Oc units. Contrary to expectation, these cells manifest extensive suppressive sidebands. Because we have recorded from only three such units it is not possible to reach any firm conclusions regarding their physiology and these observations must be considered preliminary.
The third response pattern to a background noise is the shift of the RC to higher levels that is seen in units with marked suppressive regions; these units are epitomized by response patterns that display little or no discharge activity to noise. These units demonstrate that RC shifts can be roughly proportional to changes in the background NL. The function's dynamic range is relatively unchanged. The units adjust their operating range to "ride" the background level so that the coding of signals with advantageous signalto-noise ratios is preserved over a wide range of background NLs.
noise. For these reasons their extended operating range is likely to reflect purely excitatory mechanisms such as the convergence of multiple, widely distributed AN i nputs. Consistent with th 1s interpretation is the identification of these units as large m ultipolar stellate cells, whose dendri tic trees traverse nearly the entire PVCN in a dorsoventral axis (Rhode and Smith 1986a; Smith and Rhode 1989) . The m echanism by which Oc units achieve t his wide dynamic ra nge may be based on the recruitment of additional AN afferents as stimulus intensity is increased. These low SR Oc units exhibit a linear response to noise, suggesting that many of their afferents are low SR AN fibers, many of which also display nonsaturating response profiles to noise.
The dynamic range problem refers to the ability of individual cells to encode changes in intensity in terms of changes in discharge rate. Human listeners can discern intensity changes over a range of r 100 dB. Yet at the level of the AN the dynamic range of most fibers is between 20 and 40 dB. The question thus arises as to the nature and loci of mechanism(s) that provides the extended dynamic range of intensity coding underlying behavioral capacity.
There are two generally accepted possibilities, each of which makes certain assumptions about the tonotopic locus of the intensity information. Most discussions of the dynamic range problem implicitly assume that intensity information is encoded primarily over a narrow tonotopic range close to the signal frequency (Viemeister 1988) . On this hypothesis we would look for an expansion of the dynamic range of individual cells with CFs close to the signal frequency.
At the level of the AN a small proportion of fibers, all with low SRs, have extended dynamic ranges 560 dB (see Fig. 13c '). Evans ( 198 1) has reviewed the evidence regarding the population of AN fibers that exhibit extended dynamic ranges of response (i.e., sloping saturation) and has concluded that it is unlikely that this group's behavior forms the basis of our behavioral capabilities. Low SR AN fibers exhibit not only sloping saturation (Sachs and Abbas 1974) but also show some shift in the dynamic range of their response ( Fig. 13 n) . Such shifts in the response function may account, at least partially, for some of the dynamic range shifts observed in the responses of many CN neurons, particularly in the context of background noise or broadband stimulation.
In contrast to Evans, Gibson et al. ( 1985 ) Goldstein ( 1980 and Delgutte ( 1987) conclude that the activity of low SR AN fibers is adequate to encode sounds over the entire range of behavioral intensity coding. The low SR fibers possess twice as many axonal swellings and boutons as their high SR counterparts and it is conceivable that they terminate selectively on extended-dynamic-range cells in the CN ( Rouiller et al. 1986 ). The problem with positing a special role for the low SR AN fibers in intensity coding concerns the fact that most cells in the CN have dynamic ranges comparable, on average, with that of high SR AN fibers (Rhode and Smith 1986a,b) . If low SR fibers have preferential projection onto chopper units, why do the latter not show an extended dynamic range?
A second means by which the dynamic range may be extended is through integration of discharge of AN fibers spanning a broad range of CFs. As stimulus intensity increases so does the number of fibers activated, as well as the breadth of the tonotopic range. 0, units of the PVCN appear to integrate intensity information in this fashion. These units typically have operating ranges >of 50 dB, with some possessing dynamic ranges of ~80 dB (Rhode and Smith 1986a). These units typically manifest little or no sideband suppression, have a broad frequency response (low Ql,s), are highly synchronized to frequencies < 1 kHz, display an exceptionally low amount of variance in the first spike latency, and maintain synchrony to amplitude-modulated signals in the presence of considerable background Yet another possible mechanism for expanding the dynamic range of individual units is by action of the olivocochlear efferents. Guinan and Gifford ( 1988 ) have demonstrated that electrical stimulation of the medial olivocochlear efferents shifts rate-intensity curves of AN fibers to higher SPLs. They suggest that the effective mechanical stimulus to the inner hair cells is reduced by their action. This notion is compatible with a suggestion made by Sachs and colleagues (Sachs et al. 1986; Winslow et al. 1987 ) that these efferent fibers may serve to improve the rate-based representation in the AN in noise by shifting the rate-level function. Because most studies have used barbiturate anesthesia, known to reduce the activity of the efferents, their role in maintaining the operating range of AN fibers is potentially more significant than previously thought.
Thus several mechanisms may operate in tandem to encode intensity information over the full range of behavioral capabilities. These would include I) the sloping saturation found in low SR AN fibers, 2) the integrative properties of Oc units accounting for their wide dynamic range, and 3) the use of dynamic range shifting of unit rate activity in the presence of broadband signals or noise (prominent among PVCN choppers and many DCN units). In addition, some cells, such as type II units (e.g., OG units) may act to preserve both threshold and dynamic range in the presence of intense masking sounds.
